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A

developer has
handed a group of
young creatives
the keys to an
empty office off the
Strand so they can use the
space to boost their
mental health during the
Covid-19 pandemic.
Lutz Strangemann,
founder of the Land
Union Group, has let the
Art-Alive Arts Trust
transform the block into
studios in Essex Street.
Twenty young artists
have been using the
socially-distanced studio
spaces in a scheme
organised by the charity’s
founder Lanre Olagoke.
Mr Strangemann said
Mr Olagoke was a “big
part of the Soho
community”.
“Everyone over the
last year has had to cope
with a lot of issues,”
Mr Strangemann told
Extra.
“This is an opportunity
for these young people to
develop, to distract them,
and to let them realise
some potential.”
Mr Olagoke, 58, said he
wanted to help young
artists find a space to be
creative after they had
been indoors for months.
Each of the artists has
been given their own
socially-distanced studio,
and they are working on
projects reflecting on their
experiences of the
pandemic, ranging from
painting to film-making
and dance.
“Mental health is so
crucial at this time and
these young people need
an outlet. Some of them
are with their parents and
it’s difficult to work at
home,” he said. “What it
isn’t is a social space,” Mr
Olagoke said.
“You come in, wear a
mask, go straight into
your room.”
Eighteen-year-old
visual artist Ronni
Winters said she did not
have space to paint at
home during lockdown.
“Selling my paintings

Art-Alive
hopes to
exhibit
the works
in due course
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A KEY FOR
CREATIVES
The workspace is really important, says Ronnie Winters, above and left
themselves with
empty properties
over the pandemic,
he said: “Real estate
is always a local
business.
“I think it’s good

to understand your
immediate surroundings
and give support where
you can.”
The Art-Alive project is
sponsored by the National
Lottery’s scheme Awards

Charity founder
Lanre Olagoke:
‘You come in,
wear a mask, go
straight into your
room’
is my only source of
income at the moment.
It’s really important for
me to have a
workspace,” she
told Extra.
Before coming
to the studio, Ms
Winters said she
had lost her
motivation to be
creative.
She said: “It’s nice to
change environment and
be in your own space.
“The fact that the
buildings are being
demolished soon just

makes it even more free”.
Before becoming an
artist, Mr Olagoke had led
a troubled early life,
involving
addiction and
homelessness. It
was his passion
for art that saw
him through.
“I stopped taking
drugs because they
couldn’t give me what
painting gave me,” he
said.
Having got his life on
track, Mr Olagoke aims to
give something back to
young people in need of
help.
Mr Strangemann (inset)
originally bought 42
Essex Street in order to
transform it into new
London offices for his
multinational company,
but the pandemic means
there is now “no rush”
and he plans to leave the
building in the hands of
Art-Alive until at least
June.
His real estate business
Land Union has a
portfolio that spans the
UK, Germany, the
Philippines, Canada and
the Netherlands and
includes the luxury
Mimi’s hotel in Frith
Street.
When asked what he
would advise other
landlords who have found
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for All. After lockdown it
is hoped there will be an
exhibition of the work
being made in the
building.
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